Usually, we assume that there is no inhomogeneity isotropic in terms of our location in our universe. This assumption has not been observationally confirmed yet in sufficient accuracy, and we need to consider the possibility that there are non-negligible large-scale isotropic inhomogeneities in our universe. The existence of large-scale isotropic inhomogeneities affects the determination of the cosmological parameters. In particular, from only the distance-redshift relation, we can not distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model from the homogeneous isotropic one, because of the ambiguity in the cosmological parameters. In this paper, in order to avoid such ambiguity, we consider three observables, the distance-redshift relation, the fluctuation spectrum of the cosmic microwave background radiation(CMBR) and the scale of the baryon acoustic oscillation(BAO), and compare these observables in two universe models; One is the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model with the cosmological constant and the other is the homogeneous isotropic universe model with the dark energy other than the cosmological constant. We show that these two universe models can not predict the same observational data of all three observables but the same ones of only two of three, as long as the perturbations are adiabatic. In principle, we can distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe from the homogeneous isotropic one through appropriate three observables, if the perturbations are adiabatic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Usually, the modern physical cosmology adopts the Copernican principle which states that we do not live in the privileged domain in the universe. The Copernican principle and the observed high isotropy of the CMBR provide the high homogeneity and isotropy of our universe in the globally averaged sense. By contrast, if we remove the Copernican principle, the isotropy around us does not necessarily imply the homogeneity of our universe. The Copernican principle can not be directly confirmed by observations since in order to do so we have to move to the other clusters of galaxies from our galaxy. Hence there is the possibility that there are large-scale isotropic inhomogeneities in our universe. The existence of isotropic inhomogeneities around us affects the determination of the cosmological parameters.
The universe model with large-scale isotropic inhomogeneities has been studied in the context of the scenario to explain the observed distance-redshift relation without introducing dark energy components within the framework of general relativity. There are several severe observational constraints on the scenario without dark energy [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , in particular, these universe models are constrained by observations of the kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect [11] [12] [13] ; The scenario with adiabatic isotropic inhomogeneities has already been ruled out, even though both growing and decaying modes are assumed to exist. On the other hand, the scenario with non-adiabatic isotropic inhomogeneities has not been ruled out yet, although there is an argument on whether the initial condition is contrived.
Even if there are dark energy components, not so large isotropic inhomogeneities may exist and significantly affect observational results [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Since our observation is confined on a past light cone, a spatially more distant event we observe occurred a longer time ago. If the universe is homogeneous and isotropic, the temporal evolution of the universe is revealed by observing events of various distances. By contrast, if the universe is inhomogeneous and isotropic, observational data contain the information about not only the temporal evolution of the universe but also its spatial inhomogeneities. An intrinsic degeneracy between temporal evolution and isotropic inhomogeneities around us may cause systematic errors.
Denoting the total energy density and the total pressure of dark energy components by ρ d and p d , respectively, its equation of state is given by
cosmological constant. We can not distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model with the cosmological constant from the homogeneous isotropic universe model with dark energy of w = −1, if we have the observational date of the distance-redshift relation only; isotropic inhomogeneities may cause systematic errors on the amount of dark energy and its equation of state. Some authors studied systematic errors due to isotropic inhomogeneities and have evaluated the magnitude of them [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, nobody has not shown how to remove the systematic errors caused by isotropic inhomogeneities. It is just the main purpose of the present paper.
The homogenous isotropic universe model is often called the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe model, and hereafter we call so.
In this paper, we study whether we can distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model with the cosmological constant from the FLRW universe model with dark energy of w = −1 and remove the systematic error due to isotropic inhomogeneities, if we use multiple observables: the distance-redshift relation, the fluctuation spectrum of the CMBR and the scale of the BAO in the distribution of galaxies. In other words, we investigate whether there is an inhomogeneous isotropic universe model whose distance-redshift relation, fluctuation spectrum of the CMBR and BAO scale are identical with those of the FLRW universe model. We assume that the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model is filled with nonrelativistic matter which is cold dark matter(CDM) and baryonic matter and a positive cosmological constant. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to the case that the amplitude of isotropic inhomogeneities is so small that they can be treated by the linear perturbation approximation of the flat FLRW universe model, and the scale of isotropic inhomogeneities are larger than the BAO scale but should be smaller than the present horizon scale. If we can find such an inhomogeneous isotropic universe model, it is impossible to distinguish these two universe models from each other, otherwise we can.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we derive the basic equations for the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model. In Sec. III, we derive the null geodesic equations which are used to construct the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model from observables given from the FLRW universe model. In Sec. IV, we show expressions of observables in the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model. In Sec. V, we give the observables in the FLRW model and derive conditions to determine the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model. We explain the numerical procedure and the numerical result in Sec. VI. Finally, Sec. VII is devoted to the summary and discussion.
In this paper, we adopt the sign conventions of the metric and Riemann tensor of Ref. [1] and the geometrized unit in which the speed of light and Newton's gravitational constant are one.
II. INHOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC UNIVERSE MODEL
As mentioned in Sec.I, the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model is described by the flat FLRW universe model with isotropic linear perturbations. By adopting the synchronous comoving gauge, the infinitesimal world interval is written in the form,
where a(t) is the scale factor scaled so as to be unity at the present time t = t 0 and dΩ 2 is the line element of the unit 2-sphere.
We assume that this universe model is filled with non-relativistic matter and the cosmological constant Λ. The stress-energy tensor of the non-relativistic matter is given by
whereρ m , ∆ and u µ are the energy density of the background, the density contrast and the 4-velocity, respectively. The coordinate system is chosen so that the components of the 4-velocity is given by u µ = (−1, 0, 0, 0).
The Einstein equations lead to the Friedmann equation for the background; 
where
, and
The Einstein equations lead to the equations for the linear perturbations;
where a dot denotes a partial differentiation with respect to t.
The general solution of Eq. (2.9) is represented by the linear superposition of the growing factor D + (t) and the decaying factor D − (t), which are defined as
Hereafter, we assume that the decaying mode does not exisit, since this assumption is consistent with the inflationary universe scenario. Thus, we have
where f (r) is an arbitrary function of the radial coordinate r.
From Eqs. (2.6) -(2.8), X and Y are expressed by
12) 
(2.14)
III. NULL GEODESICS IN INHOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC UNIVERSE MODEL
In order to calculate some observable, we consider a past-directed radial null geodesic which emanates from the observer. We assume that the observer in the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model stays at the symmetry center r = 0, so that the observer recognizes the universe to be isotropic. By virtue of the isotropy in terms of the observer, both k θ and k φ should vanish. One of the non-trivial components of the geodesic equations is given by
where λ is the affine parameter. Equation (3.1) determines k t , whereas the null condition determines k r in the manner
Then we have equations for t and r as
The redshift z for the observer is given by
where subscripts s and o mean the quantities evaluated at the source and the observer, respectively, and we have chosen the affine parameter so that −(k µ u µ ) o is unity.
We rewrite the equations for the radial null geodesic in the forms appropriate for later analyses. Equation (3.1) is rewritten in the form,
From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), we have
From the null condition (3.2), we have
We express the radial null geodesic as a function of z;
r =r(z) + δr(z), (3.10) where the quantities with a horizontal bar represent the background solution. From
Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), we see that the background solutionst(z) andr(z) satisfy
Equation (3.7) leads to the equation for the linear perturbations as
whereas Eq. (3.8) leads to
where we have used Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12).
The boundary conditions for Eqs. (3.11)-(3.14) are given bȳ
If the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model is completely fixed, Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14)
determine δt and δr.
IV. OBSERVABLES
In this Section, we show observables of our interest in the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model.
A. Angular diameter distance-redshift relation
By observing many supernovae, we have the correlation between the luminosity distance d L and redshift z. In this paper, we treat the
In the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model, the angular diameter distance from some light source to the observer is equal to the areal radius at which the light is emitted;
Equation (4.2) implies that the angular diameter distance-redshift relation depends on two parametersρ m0 , Λ and one arbitrary function h, sincet,r, δt and δr are determined by the geodesic equations (3.11)-(3.14), if we giveρ m0 , Λ and h
B. Cosmic microwave background radiation
Anisotropies of the CMBR are important observables. They come from the anisotropies of the last scattering surface and the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe(ISW) effect. In this paper, we are interested in the high multipoles of the anisotropies of the CMBR for which the ISW effect is not important, since there is a slight information in low multipoles because of their large cosmic variance. Hereafter, we ignore the ISW effect, and follow [25] to calculate the anisotropies of the CMBR in the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model.
Hereafter, we adopt the following assumptions;
• The inhomogeneous isotropic universe model well agrees with the background universe model in the vicinity of the last scattering surface(LSS);
• The background universe model well agrees with the Einstein-de Sitter(EdS) universe model at the LSS;
• The non-relativistic matter is composed of baryonic matter and CDM whose background energy densities are represented byρ b andρ CDM =ρ m −ρ b respectively;
• The primordial density fluctuations is adiabatic and its power spectrum P (k) is characterized by an amplitude A 0 and a spectral index n s ;
where k 0 = 0.05Mpc −1 .
If these assumptions are valid, the CMBR angular power spectrum C l is given by andρ LSS CDM , respectively, where superscripts LSS mean quantities at the LSS, and the primordial power spectrum is the same as that given by Eq.(4.3), and
where z LSS is the redshift at the LSS, and d we ignore the ISW effect.
C. Baryon Acoustic Oscillation
Large scale redshift surveys of galaxies tell us the BAO scale [29] [30] [31] . Observables related to the BAO scale are ∆θ BAO which is the angular diameter of the BAO scale and ∆z BAO which is the BAO scale in the redshift space. Most papers on the BAO observations quote
In order to calculate d z , first of all, we need the BAO scale at the decoupling time, which is denoted by L
BAO . In the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model, the isotropic density perturbation has been assumed to be composed of the only growing mode which is so small that the liner perturbation approximation is valid until the present time. We assume that the ratio of baryonic matter and CDM is everywhere constant, so that we regard that the inhomogeneous and isotropic universe model is almost homogeneous and isotropic at the decoupling time and L
BAO is everywhere constant. This assumption is the same as that in ref. [27] . The values of the BAO scale in transverse and radial directions, L T BAO and L R BAO , at an event on the past light cone are respectively given by
where t dec is the decoupling time, a(t dec ) is scale factor of decoupling time, and in the second equality in the above equations we have used the fact that the BAO scale is comoving in the gauge adopted here and the scale of isotropic inhomogeneities are larger than the BAO scale. From Eq. (4.7), we have
∆z BAO is obtained from integrating geodesic equations (3.7) -(3.10)
where in the second equality in the above equations we have used the fact that the BAO scale is comoving and the scale of isotropic inhomogeneities are larger than the BAO scale.
Thus, we obtain
Equation (4.11) means that d z in the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model depends on
V. HOW TO CONSTRUCT THE INHOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC UNIVERSE MODEL
As mentioned in Sec I, we study whether we can distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model with the cosmological constant from the FLRW universe model with dark energy other than the cosmological constant, if we consider multiple observables.
We choose the FLRW universe model as follows; The FLRW universe model is filled with non-relativistic matter which is composed of baryonic matter and CDM and dark energy whose w in the equation of state (1.1) is written in the form
whereâ is the scale factor of the FLRW universe model, and w n is constant and w 0 < −1/3;
We assume that w n = 0 for n ≥ 2; Furthermore, for simplicity, we assume that the FLRW universe model has flat space, k = 0. The equation of state of this form was studied in the cosmological context by M. Chevallier and D. Polarski [34] . This FLRW universe model is characterized by five parameters, Hubble constantĤ 0 , w 0 , w 1 , the present value of energy density of baryonic matterρ b0 and of dark energyρ d0 .
In accordance with the standard scenario of the structure formation, we assume the adiabatic primordial density fluctuations in the FLRW universe model, whose power spectrum
2) whereÂ 0 andn s are an amplitude and a spectral index, respectively.
We investigate whether we can construct the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model which satisfies the following conditions; on the angular diameter distance-redshift relation
on the angular power spectrum of the CMBR
on the averaged angular scale of the BAO
where characters with a hat denote quantities of the FLRW universe model. Note that the condition on the angular diameter distance-redshift relation is restricted in the domain 0 < z < 2. This is because we do not have any observational data of the distance-redshift relation in the domain of z ≥ 2.
For convenience, we define a new variable
The condition (5.3) together with Eq. (4.2) gives us the relation between h, v, δt and δr, 
The boundary conditions for Eqs. To integrate Eqs. (5.9)-(5.11), we need to give the parameters, Ω m and H 0 , of the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model. We fix these parameters as follows. Equation (5.10) has a regular singular point at z = z cr which is a root of D(z) = 0. Since D(z) is a background quantity, we can obtain z cr without the knowledge about inhomogeneities, and have found that z cr is larger than unity for the cases of our interest. The function are the same asd A (z LSS ), the energy density of non-relativistic matter and baryonic matter at the LSS in the FLRW universe model, respectively, the condition (5.4) is satisfied up to the overall factor. We fix A 0 to fit the height of the first peak of the CMBR angular power spectrum with that of the FLRW universe model. As a result,
are uniquely determined.
We check that the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model can satisfy the condition (5.5).
Equation ( Hence we may rewrite
Here, by using Newton method, we find a root of the one of two conditions in Eq. (5.5),
Note that, at this stage, there is no free parameter in the inhomogeneous isotropic universe We compare the difference of the BAO scale between the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model and the FLRW universe model with the error in the observational data. The WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey has revealed d z (0.35) = 0.1097 ±0.0036 [31] , and the ratio of the median and the error is 0.0328. Hence we find from Figs. 1 and 2 that it is impossible to distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model from the FLRW universe model by using the present observational data of the BAO scale, as long as −1.05 < w 0 < −0.95 and −0.1 < w 1 < 0.1, since the maximum value of |∆d z (0.35)| is less than 2.5 × 10 −3 . We again consider the case that w 0 and w 1 on the curve C. In this case, we need to compare the difference of the BAO scale between the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model and the FLRW universe model with the error in the observational data at other than z = 0.35. For example,
we compare them at z = 0.6. The WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey has revealed d z (0.6) = 0.0726 ± 0.0034 [31] , and the ratio of the median and the error is 0.0468. It is larger than |∆d z (0.6)| in Fig. 3 , so that it is impossible to distinguish two universe models by using the present observational data.
In Fig. 4 , we depict ∆d z as a function of the redshift z, if the inhomogeneous isotropic 
VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We studied whether we can distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model with the cosmological constant from the FLRW universe model with dark energy other than the cosmological constant and remove the systematic error due to isotropic inhomogeneities, by considering multiple observables: the distance-redshift relation, the fluctuation spectrum of the CMBR and the BAO scale. We found that we can do so; There is no inhomogeneous isotropic universe model whose distance-redshift relation, fluctuation spectrum of the CMBR and the BAO scale are identical with those of the FLRW universe model, as long as the density perturbations are adiabatic. It is nontrivial that we can distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model from the FLRW universe model by using a finite number of observables, since the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model has a functional degree of freedom.
Here it should be noted that we have used not only the information about the universe on the past light cone but also that inside the past light cone, since we assumed that the BAO scale at the decoupling time is everywhere constant. However, there is a possibility that the BAO scale at the decoupling time is inhomogeneous, if the ratio between the energy densities of baryonic matter and CDM has been inhomogeneous at the decoupling time.
If the ratio between the energy densities of baryonic matter and CDM is inhomogeneous and isotropic, we can not distinguish the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model from the FLRW universe model by only the distance-redshift relation, the fluctuation spectrum of the CMBR and the BAO scale. In the case of w 0 = −1.01 and w 1 = 0, the inhomogeneous isotropic universe model can also explain observations, if the fluctuation of the ratio between the energy densities of baryonic matter and CDM at t = t 0 is −0.037408 (see Appendix A).
It is very important to observe the ratio between the energy densities of baryonic matter and CDM in the domain 0 < z < 2.
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Here note that δ b is a free parameter. We may choose δ b so that the inhomogeneous 
